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ABSTRACT
A theoretical-Reflective study with the objective to reflect on human needs regarding the imbalance of whole blood donors considering adverse reactions to the donation, and the existing nursing diagnoses that best meet the imbalance needs. The following needs were pointed out according to the signs and symptoms of adverse reactions and based on the Theory of Basic Human Needs: skin and tissue integrity, emotional security, pain perception, body mechanics, oxygenation, physical integrity, physical comfort, elimination, neurological, electrolytic and vascular regulation. By observing NANDA International’s Definitions and Classifications, adaptations to the existing nursing diagnoses and suggestions for new headings have been proposed. We conclude that some of the needs are interrelated, such as vascular regulation, oxygenation and physical integrity. Thus, more contextualized nursing diagnoses related to the needs of whole blood donors are needed, given the specific nature of the situation generating imbalances such as: ineffective systemic vascular regulation characterized by self-reported dizziness, cutaneous pallor and arterial hypotension related to vasovagal reaction.
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INTRODUCTION

The occurrence of adverse reactions in whole blood donation, lead these individuals experiencing a human need to an imbalance, considering there are signs and symptoms being perceived and/or reported; and if there are human needs in imbalance, such adverse reactions should be a matter of study and reflection by nurses who assist donors in hemotherapy services, since basic human needs can be considered as the “concrete body” of nursing(1).

Blood donation consists of a safe procedure(pre) predominantly with no complications(9). However, according to the Conceptual and Operational Hemovigilance Framework of the National Sanitary Surveillance Agency (ANVISA – Agência Nacional de Vigilância Sanitária)(4), a donor may occasionally develop adverse reactions.

Adverse reaction can be understood as a donor’s unintended response associated to collecting/donating whole blood, blood components or hematopoietic progenitor cells(6). In this article, the adverse reactions resulting from donating a whole blood unit will be considered, a donation which allows us to draw a pint of blood with all the blood components, and which are further processed to obtain one or more components such as erythrocytes, plasma and platelets(5).

The volume of whole blood to be drawn should be a maximum of 8 ml/kg of body weight for women and 9 ml/kg of body weight for men, respectively. The volume allowed for whole blood donation is 450 ml ± 45 ml, to which a maximum of 30 ml can be added for laboratory tests(5). Usually a 16-gauge needle is used for the collection, which is inserted into a selected firm large-caliber vein, preferably in the cubital fossa region(6).

Two considerations about the cubital region should be pointed out, considering the context of adverse reactions related to blood donation. The first of these consists of the fact that superficial veins of the cubital fossa such as the basilic vein, the cephalic vein, and the forearm intermediate vein, among others, have proximity to other structures; for example, the brachial artery, the cutaneous nerve of forearm, the median nerve and the biceps brachii muscle tendon(7). The second is related to the fact that venous formations may be understood as “a set of basic human needs altered, in imbalance may be interrelated in certain specific situations. This interrelationship of needs is known as nursing syndromes, which can be understood as “a set of basic human needs altered, interrelated, configuring a characteristic condition, and present in certain situations of human imbalance(9,10).

Many are human needs that may be latent or unbalanced in individuals, among them: body mechanics, health education, cutaneous (skin and mucous) integrity, emotional safety, vascular regulation, nutrition, hydration, elimination, hormonal regulation, oxygenation, body care, sleep and rest, gregariousness/sociability, pain perception, communication, visual perception, auditory perception, immune regulation, self-realization, sexuality, physical integrity, self-image, exercise and physical activity, recreation, and life philosophy(10).

Thus, adverse reactions resulting from whole blood donation have objective and subjective signs and symptoms(4). Recognizing them directs identifying needs in imbalance (or vulnerability), since “When needs manifest themselves, they do so by signs and symptoms”(1).

Adverse reactions to whole blood donation are characterized by involuntary muscle contractions/spasms of the extremities(9,10). Severe reactions are those that require hospitalization or intervention in order to avoid permanent damage, or when symptoms persist for more than 1 year(4); however, the need for hospitalization is rare, being mainly due to vasovagal reactions, but may also occur due to chest pain and arm injuries(11).

The incidence of adverse reactions in whole blood donors up to 3 weeks after donation may reach one-third of donations(11). A study of 1,034 donors describes hypotension, bruising, weakness and dizziness as the most common reactions(12).

Specifically regarding the vasovagal reaction, some variables seem to be related to its occurrence such as female gender(12-14), first-time donors(13), age(13,15), body mass index(14), weighing less than 55 kg(16) and estimated blood volume(15-17).

BASIC HUMAN NEEDS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL REASONING IN NURSING TOWARD ADVERSE REACTIONS TO (WHOLE BLOOD) DONATION

Adverse reactions to whole blood donation have objective and subjective signs and symptoms(4). Recognizing them directs identifying needs in imbalance (or vulnerability), since “When needs manifest themselves, they do so by signs and symptoms”(1).

Also, basic human needs “are universal, therefore, common to all human beings; what varies from one individual to another is its manifestation and the way of satisfying or serving it” and “needs are not manifested in states of dynamic equilibrium, however they are latent and arise to a greater or lesser extent depending on the installed imbalance”(10). In addition, basic human needs in imbalance may be interrelated in certain specific situations. This interrelationship of needs is known as nursing syndromes, which can be understood as “a set of basic human needs altered, interrelated, configuring a characteristic condition, and present in certain situations of human imbalance”(9,10).

Many are human needs that may be latent or unbalanced in individuals, among them: body mechanics, health education, cutaneous (skin and mucous) integrity, emotional safety, vascular regulation, nutrition, hydration, elimination, hormonal regulation, oxygenation, body care, sleep and rest, gregariousness/sociability, pain perception, communication, visual perception, auditory perception, immune regulation, self-realization, sexuality, physical integrity, self-image, exercise and physical activity, recreation, and life philosophy(10).

There are also needs regarding locomotion, auditory, olfactory and tactile perceptions, need for freedom, of orientation in time and space, self-esteem, attention, and of neurological, thermal and electrolytic regulation(11).

Thus, adverse reactions resulting from whole blood donors indicate human needs in imbalance (or vulnerability) on which nurses must act. In fact, according to the Ministry of Health, donors who present an adverse reaction to the donation should remain in the hemotherapy service as long as necessary for their complete recovery(15).
Therefore, providing assistance to donors with adverse reactions is the responsibility of the nursing and medical team, professionals working in the clinical screening and collection.

Therefore, the objective of this article is to reflect on whole blood donors’ human needs in imbalance according to mildly and moderately severe localized and systemic adverse reactions, and to draw a parallel with existing nursing diagnoses in the Nanda International’s Definitions and Classifications of 2015–2017 that best fit the context of the listed reactions. The purpose of this objective is to contribute to clinical nursing reasoning in the context of hemotherapy, and to encourage reflection on more contextualized nursing diagnoses related to blood donation, of which in turn can be better developed for future proposals for NANDA International (NANDA-I).

Two steps were taken in order to list or name the basic human needs in imbalance (or vulnerability) from whole blood donors with mild and moderate local and systemic adverse reactions. The first consisted of observing the characteristic signs and symptoms of adverse reactions; the second consisted in naming the human needs that best corresponded to the signs and symptoms, according to the human needs described by Horta(1,19).

In order to subsequently identify the nursing diagnoses that best fit the context of adverse reactions in whole blood donors, the nursing diagnoses existing in the NANDA International Definitions and Classifications (NANDA-I) were analyzed by reflections(20).

LOCAL ADVERSE REACTIONS AND HUMAN NEEDS IN IMBALANCE

For reflection in this article regarding local reactions, “hematoma” and “arterial puncture” were chosen among the reactions essentially characterized by blood extravasation(4), and “nerve irritation or injury” and “tendon injury” among those essentially characterized by pain(4). Considering these four chosen reactions, the existence of a common symptom can be perceived: pain. Skin rupture is also common to the four local reactions due to the procedure inherent to the donation: venipuncture. Figure 1 shows other specific signs and symptoms of each local reaction. Considering that signs and symptoms manifest human needs(1), Figure 1 also presents the human needs corresponding to the signs and symptoms.

As a result of the pain, it can be observed that the mechanics (i.e. the movements) of the affected limb become limited, either by conscious action of the donor in an attempt to protect them from increased pain perception caused by the movement, or according to guidance from health professionals who assisted them, giving them a recommendation to not perform movements that cause weight lifting on the affected limb or even efforts that may favor enlarging the hematoma or interfere with the healing process of the affected vessel, especially when it comes to an arterial puncture.

Thus, regarding local adverse reactions, it can be noticed that hematoma, arterial puncture, nerve irritation/injury or tendon injury lead to an imbalance in three basic human needs: skin integrity (due to the attempt to acquire venous

---

**Legend:**
- **= adverse reaction,  = human need in imbalance,  = human need in vulnerability.**

**Source:** Adapted from the Conceptual and Operational Hemovigilance Framework by ANVISA(4).

**Figure 1** – Local adverse reactions from whole blood donors and the corresponding human needs.
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access for the donation to take place), pain perception (since the pain symptom is present in all four reactions), and body mechanics (since the pain generates limitation of movements in the affected arm). Given the relationship of these three human needs to the occurrence of local reactions and based on the concept of nursing syndromes, one could (in a reflexive manner) dare to state that the set of needs composed by cutaneous integrity, physical and mechanical comfort composes a nursing syndrome that could be named Local Donor Syndrome, a nursing syndrome that is characteristic of the human being who before the action of donating blood is faced with local reactions related to the venous or arterial vessel, nerve or tendon of one of the upper limbs.

Considering “arterial puncture,” it should be noted that other needs may come into imbalance. An arterial puncture may lead to an imbalance vulnerability of physical integrity due to the possibility of bleeding related to puncturing a pulsatile vessel, with possible risk of involving tissue oxygenation of distal regions to the upper limb’s puncture area for the same reason of arterial vessel injury. In extremely rare cases, arterial puncture requires surgical intervention due to resulting pseudoaneurysms and arteriovenous fistulas.

In the case of nerve damage, there is a need for neurological regulation of the affected limb. In the face of the trauma caused by the needle at the time of puncture or its removal, the nerve is vulnerable since there is risk of altered sensitivity and movement of the affected limb; eventually, although in very few cases, even when the donor receives all appropriate care in the hemotherapy service and follows all the guidelines of the health team for home care, morbidity and long-term disability could happen, with constant pain in the arm, or paraesthesia of the fingers when moving it, pain radiating to the forearm and shoulder, or reduced limb strength, among others.

ADVERSE SYSTEMIC REACTIONS AND HUMAN NEEDS IN IMBALANCE

Regarding systemic reactions, the most common systemic reaction was considered: vasovagal reaction. Such a reaction is secondary to autonomic nervous system activation, and the volume and speed of blood drawn as well as psychological factors may contribute to its occurrence. In response to blood loss, sympathetic excitation occurs first, and then parasympathetic activation related to mechanoreceptor stimulation located in the wall of the left ventricle and of vagal afferent pathways that react to the sympathetic response, leading to bradycardia and reduced blood pressure.

Several signs and symptoms are characteristic of the vasovagal reaction, however they do not necessarily all occur simultaneously or in sequence. Figure 2 shows these signs and symptoms, and similarly to Figure 1 the corresponding human needs are listed.

Legend: = adverse reaction, = human need in imbalance, = human need in vulnerability.

Source: Adapted from the Conceptual and Operational Hemovigilance Framework by ANVISA.

Figure 2 – Vasovagal reaction in whole blood donors and the corresponding human needs.
It is emphasized that all the human needs related in Figure 2 were based on the needs listed by Horta(1,19), with the exception of “physical comfort”. This need was named for feelings of discomfort, weakness, sweating, and nausea with or without vomiting, based on an observation of the essential concepts which are important to nursing practice in describing “human responses”(20), since none of the needs described by Horta(1,19) best representing these signs and symptoms of the vasovagal reaction were found.

Regarding the vasovagal reaction occurrence, some studies(3,23) describe a higher occurrence of vasovagal reaction without loss of consciousness. Thus, considering that the donor only feels dizziness, cutaneous pallor, filiform pulse, hypotension or decreased heart rate, we can observe the manifestation of two human needs in disequilibrium, and a third vulnerability.

The response of the parasympathetic autonomic nervous system implies the need for vascular regulation, as it causes reduced peripheral vascular resistance and heart rate, leading to a reduction in systemic blood pressure and cardiac output, and a consequent reduction in oxygen and nutrient supply (constituting a need for oxygenation and nutrition) to cerebral and peripheral tissues; this reduction is evidenced by dizziness and pallor. Thus, due to a reduction in self-perception and of the surrounding environment being experienced according to reports of dizziness and sometimes “darkened vision”(24), an imbalance in the need for cerebral oxygenation is also manifested. Therefore, the need for physical integrity is inevitably vulnerable, considering visual changes and dizziness due to reduced cerebral perfusion.

In the donor experiences syncope without falling from their own height on a level floor or without impact of any part of the body on rigid surfaces, as is the case when there is syncope on a chair at the post-donation site, the need for physical integrity remains in a state of vulnerability, despite the syncope. However, the vasovagal reaction may occasionally evolve into loss of consciousness with falls from their own height, potentiating the occurrence of morbidities such as bone fractures or cerebral contusion(25). In these few cases, other needs such as orientation in time and space, body mechanics and locomotion may be affected.

The anxiety that may occur as a symptom of the vasovagal reaction can trigger hyperventilation(10), which will put the need to eliminate carbon dioxide (CO₂) at vulnerability, since rapid and superficial respiratory movements favor CO₂ release, thus reducing their plasma concentration which may also involve reducing ionized calcium plasma levels (need for electrolyte balance), causing neuromuscular hyperexcitability(25). This situation is evidenced when there are reports of donor paresthesia in their lower, upper or perioral region. Such hyperventilation in some cases may trigger tetany(20).

ADVERSE REACTIONS AND EXISTING NURSING DIAGNOSES

Chart 1 and 2 list the adverse reactions and their settings in the NANDA International Definitions and Classifications (NANDA-I)(20), as well as the most adequate nursing diagnoses for the signs and symptoms, in view of the human needs mentioned in Figures 1 and 2.

In order to contextualize diagnoses regarding whole blood donation, the need to make suggestions regarding the defining characteristics (DC), related factors (ReF) or risk factors (RiF) have been identified. I point out that the suggestions of DC, ReF and RiF, or even the suggestion of some descriptors/modifiers(20) to the existing diagnoses were made only as a proposition for new reflections in the sense of contextualizing the diagnoses related to whole blood donation.

Regarding nerve injury, a nursing diagnosis that could be better developed and subsequently proposed to the NANDA International (NANDA-I) would be: Risk of sensory neurological regulation and/or impaired motor of the upper limb related to unintentional nerve puncture in the cubital fossa for performing whole blood donation.

Chart 1 – Local adverse reactions and nursing diagnoses according to the NANDA-I(20), with suggestions for the context of whole blood donation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse reaction</th>
<th>Most appropriate existing nursing diagnosis (Note: uppercase words represent the author's suggestions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hematoma</td>
<td>• Domain 12 Comfort – Class 1 Physical Comfort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial puncture</td>
<td>• Domain 11 Safety/protectiion – Class 2 Physical injury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerve irritation</td>
<td>• Domain 4 Activity/rest – Class 4 Cardiovascular/pulmonary responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendon injury</td>
<td>• Domain 5 Perception/cognition – Class 3 Sensation/perception</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial puncture</td>
<td>Risk of ineffective peripheral tissue perfusion. RiF: UNINTENTIONAL PUNCTURE OF THE ARTERY IN THE CUBITAL REGION, PRESENCE OF SYNTHETIC MATERIAL IN THE ARTERY FOR SECONDS/MINUTES.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nerve injury</td>
<td>No diagnosis so far.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: The symbols ◆ Acute pain. DC: protective behavior, facial expression, self-report. Ref: CUBITAL FOSSA PUNCTURE FOR WHOLE BLOOD DONATION. ◆ Impaired physical mobility. DC: reduction in the amplitude of UPPER LIMB movements, reduction in fine and/or gross motor skills. Ref: pain IN THE CUBITAL FOSSA, pain WITH IRRADIATION IN THE UPPER LIMB. ◆ Impaired tissue Integrity. DC: LOCAL EDEMA, ALTERATION OF SKIN COLORATION IN THE PUNCTURE REGION, PAIN IN THE REGION OF THE ELBOW, RADIATING PAIN. Ref: PUNCTURE IN THE CUBITAL FOSSA FOR WHOLE BLOOD DONATION.
Regarding the vascular regulation affected by the parasympathetic paradoxical response in the vasovagal reaction (without loss of consciousness), a more contextualized diagnosis for whole blood donation could be: Ineffective systemic vascular regulation characterized by hypotension/cutaneous pallor/verbal report of dizziness/filiform pulse/decreased heart rate related to the vasovagal reaction resulting from whole blood donation.

Regarding the occurrence of tetany, a more contextualized diagnosis related to whole blood donation could be: Electrolyte imbalance related to ionized calcium in plasma characterized by contractions/involuntary muscle spasms of the extremities related to the vasovagal reaction in whole blood donors.

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

Within the context of whole blood donation, nurses who assist donors with adverse reactions face individuals who have human needs in imbalance (or vulnerability) translated into signs and symptoms related to the integrity of their skin and tissues, emotional security, body mechanics, pain perception, vascular regulation, tissue oxygenation, neurological regulation, physical integrity, physical comfort, and electrolytic regulation. Based on the identification of these needs and the existing nursing diagnoses in the NANDA International Definitions and Classifications of 2015-2017, suggestions for new headings/titles and adaptations to existing ones were made in order to better contextualize nursing care in the scenario of adverse reactions to whole blood donation.

General and specific care to be provided by the nursing and medical staff assisting donors with adverse reactions is numerous. Discussing such care is beyond the scope of this theoretical reflection article; however, understanding how to perform such care is facilitated and scientifically better understood when acquiring clinical nursing reasoning based on human needs in imbalance or vulnerability.

**RESUMO**

Estudo teórico-Reflexivo, cujo objetivo foi refletir sobre as necessidades humanas em desequilíbrio de doadores de sangue total diante de reações adversas à doação e sobre os diagnósticos de enfermagem existentes que mais se adequam às necessidades em desequilíbrio. De acordo com os sinais e sintomas das reações adversas, tomou-se por base a Teoria das Necessidades Humanas Básicas e foram elencadas as seguintes necessidades: integridade de pele e tecidos, segurança emocional, percepção dolorosa, mecânica corporal, oxigenação, integridade física, conforto físico, eliminação, regulações neurológica, eletrolítica e vascular. Ao observar as Definições e Classificações da NANDA International, realizaram-se propostas de adaptações aos diagnósticos de enfermagem já existentes e sugestões de novos enunciados.
Conclui-se que algumas necessidades estão inter-relacionadas, como regulação vascular, oxigenação e integridade física. São necessários diagnósticos de enfermagem mais contextualizados às necessidades de doadores de sangue total, haja vista o caráter específico da situação geradora de desequilíbrios, como exemplo: regulação vascular sistêmica ineficaz caracterizada por autorrelato de tontura, palidez cutânea e hipotensão arterial relacionada à reação vasovagal.

DESCRITORES
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RESUMEN
Estudio teórico-Reflexivo, cuyo objetivo fue reflejar acerca de las necesidades humanas en desequilibrio de donantes de sangre total frente a las reacciones adversas a la donación y acerca de los diagnósticos de enfermería existentes que más se adecuan a las necesidades en desequilibrio. De acuerdo con las señales y los síntomas de las reacciones adversas, se tomó como base la Teoría de las Necesidades Humanas Básicas y las necesidades existentes: entereza de piel y tejidos, seguridad emocional, percepción dolotosa, mecánica corporal, oxigenación, integridad física, confort, eliminación, regulaciones neurológica, electrolítica y vascular. A observar las Definiciones y Clasificaciones de la NANDA International, se realizaron propuestas de adaptaciones a los diagnósticos de enfermería ya existentes y sugerencias de nuevos enunciados. Se concluye que algunas necesidades están interrelacionadas, como regulação vascular, oxigenación e integridade física. Son necesarios diagnósticos de enfermería más contextualizados a las necesidades de donantes de sangre total, en virtud del carácter específico de la situación generadora de desequilíbrios, como ejemplo: regulação vascular sistêmica ineficaz caracterizada por autorrelato de tontura, palidez cutânea e hipotensão arterial relacionada com reação vasovagal.
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